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Rolland Vincent: President • Rolland Vincent Associates
Rolland A. Vincent is president of Texas-based Rolland Vincent Associates, LLC, an aviation consulting firm. 
As one of the industry’s leading market research and strategy experts, he has led a wide range of studies, 
including voice-of-the-customer research, product attribute studies, market and competitive analyses, 
and demand forecasts. With almost 30 years of industry experience, he has been a senior strategy advisor 
in marketing, strategy, integrated product planning, and business development for some of the world’s 
leading aircraft manufacturers. At Bombardier, he held director-level positions in airline analysis, marketing, 
and strategy within the company’s commercial aircraft, business aircraft, and fractional ownership units. At 
Cessna, he was VP of strategic planning and new business development, with responsibility spanning the 
company’s entire product line of piston and turbine aircraft. He began his aviation career with ICAO, where 
he analyzed passenger traffic flows and published air transport statistics for the world’s international airlines. 
He has a Bachelor's Degree and Masters Degree in urban and economic geography and MBA Degree in 
international business and marketing from McGill University.

Faye Malarkey-Black directs RAA’s policy efforts in conjunction with the Board of Directors and President. Since 
joining RAA in 1998, Faye has significantly increased RAA’s grassroots presence on Capitol Hill and in 2004, 
played a key role in reforming the Essential Air Service Program. She was also part of a successful industry 
lobbying effort aimed at restoring the aviation system and airline financial stability after the terrorist acts of 
2001. 

Prior to joining RAA, Faye served as Government Affairs Manager for SmithBucklin, the world’s largest trade 
association management company. She also served as Deputy Director, Get Out the Vote, for Victory ’96, the 
Clinton Reelection campaign, and previously worked in the campaign and Washington headquarters of U.S. 
Senator Harris Wofford. 

Faye graduated summa cum laude from the Honors College at the University of Pittsburgh, earning a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Philosophy.

Charles F. Willis, IV is the founder of Willis Lease.  He has served in a variety of roles including Chief Executive 
Officer, President and Director since our incorporation in 1985, and as Chairman of the Board of Directors 
since 1996. Mr. Willis has over 40 years of experience in the aviation industry. From 1975 to 1985, Mr. Willis 
served as President of Willis Lease’s predecessor, Charles F. Willis Company, which purchased, financed 
and sold a variety of large commercial transport aircraft and provided consulting services to the aviation 
industry. 

Willis Lease went public in 1996 and is listed on NASDAQ with over $1.4 billion in assets and operations in 
over 80 countries.

Charles F. Willis: Chairman & CEO • Willis Lease Finance

Faye Malarky-Black: SVP, Government Affairs • Regional Airline Association

Phil Trenary: Principal • Phil Trenary & Associates
Phil Trenary is a Principal with Phil Trenary & Associates providing a wide range of consulting services 
ranging from developing an airline network for one of the largest US entertainment companies to providing 
leadership training and personnel development for the largest urban park conservancy in the nation.  The 
discipline and principles involved in leading people and running a large airline network transfer well to 
organizations large and small.  Prior to launching Phil Trenary and Associates, he was the President and CEO 
of Pinnacle Airlines Corp from April 1997 to March 2011.  U.S. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist appointed 
him to the National Commission on Small Community Air Service.  Transportation Secretary Norman Mineta 
extended an appointment to the Management Advisory Council of the Federal Aviation Administration, 
which provides advice and counsel to the FAA's administrator on policy, spending, funding and regulatory 
matters affecting the aviation industry. A graduate of Oklahoma State University, Phil was inducted into 
the OSU College of Education Hall of Fame in 2010. Mr. Trenary has been active in civic and industry affairs.  
Among these are the Federal Reserve Bank’s Transportation Industry Council, Memphis Music Foundation, 
Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau, Memphis Regional Chamber, Memphis Tomorrow, and a number of 
other civic organizations.
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Michael Magnusson assumed his current position with SAAB Aircraft Leasing in 2001.

SAAB Aircraft Leasing (SAL) is based in Sterling, Virgina and is a subsidiary of SAAB AB Sweden. SAL manages 
a portfolio of about 65 SAAB 340 and SAAB 2000 aircraft leased to customers around the world. 

Mr. Magnusson is a 30-year veteran of SAAB Aircraft. He has held a number of positions within the 
marketing/sales organization both in the U.S. and Europe. He also served as the SAAB 2000 wing program 
manager based at CASA in Spain and as a flight test engineer for the SAAB 340 program in Sweden. 

A native of Gothenburg, Sweden, Mr. Magnusson holds a Master of Aeronautical Engineering Degree from 
the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm.

Michael Miller: VP, Valuation & Consulting • AVITAS
Michael Miller is Vice-President of Valuation and Consulting where he has responsibility for asset valuation 
and economic and business consulting.  He rejoined AVITAS in 2010 from GMT Aviation where he served as 
Head of Market Assessment.  

Prior to that Mike was Director of Market Planning for Rolls-Royce North America where he was responsible 
for producing the Rolls-Royce global forecast for regional and business aircraft.  He has also held 
management positions with Fairchild Dornier, SAAB Aircraft of America and British Aerospace, specializing 
in market analysis and forecasting.  Mr. Miller has also worked as a consultant in Ernst & Young's aviation 
consultancy practice and has an airline background working at Delta Airlines in yield management.

Scott Searles: Sr. Strategic Marketing Manager • GE Aviation
Scott Searles joined GE Aviation in the role of Senior Strategic Marketing Manager January of 2012, and 
is based in Cincinnati, Ohio. In this role, Scott is responsible for directing the development of GE’s Aircraft 
Production Forecast (APF). He also leads the development of market strategies for GE’s Systems, Military, and 
Business and General Aviation business.
 
Prior to joining GE Aviation in January, Scott worked at Boeing doing strategic development work within in 
the Phantom Works Business unit. 

Prior to Boeing Scott served 12 years as a U.S. Naval Aviator. His increasing roles and responsibilities 
culminated in his assignment as the Operational Test Director (OTD) for the P-8A (737-800) program. 
 
Scott holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Engineering from Penn State University.  Scott graduated with 
a full time MBA from Georgetown University in 2009. He also has completed a graduate level international 
business program at Oxford University in the UK.

Gordon Pratt: Director-Q-Series Aircraft Programs • Bombardier

Gordon Pratt has the role of Director, Q Series Aircraft Programs, Bombardier Aerospace - Commercial 
Aircraft, with responsibility for Bombardier’s turboprop programs. 

Mr. Pratt is a 27-year veteran of deHavilland and Bombardier with extensive experience in Engineering 
and Program Management in both Commercial and Business Aircraft. He holds a Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario.

Michael Magnusson: President & CEO - Executive Jets  • SAAB Aircraft Leasing
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Richard O. Brown: Principal • ICF SH&E
Richard Brown has more than 10 years of experience in the aerospace industry, including six years consulting 
with ICF SH&E (formerly AeroStrategy) where he managed projects with a broad global client base, including 
airlines, manufacturers, and training suppliers. His extensive aerospace market forecasting experience led 
to the development of the AeroStrategy business aviation maintenance market forecast. Mr. Brown’s areas 
of special interest range from the Middle East market, business aviation, and pilot and mechanic training to 
aircraft component manufacturing and support. His previous experience includes various market analysis 
roles at TRW Lucas Aerospace and Goodrich Corporation. 

Mr. Brown has a Bachelor’s of Science Degree in International History from the London School of Economics 
and a Master’s of Science Degree in Air Transport Management from Cranfield University.

Elizabeth Grenfell: Equity Research, Aerospace & Defense • Bank of America - Merrill Lynch

Elizabeth Grenfell is currently a Vice President at Bank of America Merrill Lynch and is a member of the 
Aerospace and Defense Equity Research team for the Americas under Ron Epstein.  The team ranked second 
for its coverage of Aerospace and Defense in the Institutional Investor survey in 2011 and 2012 and ranked 
first in the 2012 Greenwich Equity Survey.  In the 2009 and 2010 Institutional and Investor Survey the team 
ranked third.  

Ms. Grenfell joined Merrill Lynch in 2008 as an industry analyst in the Aerospace and Defense sector.  Prior 
to joining Merrill Lynch she worked for Booz Allen Hamilton and at Bank of America on the Fixed Income 
Derivatives Sales desk.  She completed her MBA with honors from Columbia Business School and holds a 
Bachelor's Degree in Economics and Mathematics from Washington and Lee University.  

Ed White: Director-Marketing - Propulsion Systems • Honeywell Aerospace
Ed White is responsible for Honeywell's product and technology roadmaps into new engines, the latest being 
the HTF7000, HTS900, HTF10000 and many others. He is also involved in Honeywell's Forecasting & Strategic 
Planning/M&A activities. He has been with Honeywell since 1985. 

Mr. White has 43 years experience in the jet engine/aerospace industry. Previously working for AlliedSignal, 
he led company marketing efforts into the acquisition of Textron Lycoming Gas Turbines, the launch of the 
new generation TFE731-20/40/50/60 engines, the CFE738 and F124/F125joint ventures and various other 
M&A activities. He also worked for Pratt & Whitney Canada from 1968 to 1984. He has a degree in Mechanical 
Engineering & Aerospace from University of Toronto, and an MBA Degree from McGill University.

Don Purdy: Director, Business Development • Rockwell Collins
In his role as Business Development Director, Don Purdy is responsible for identifying, positioning and 
expanding flight deck, cabin management and service solutions at Rockwell Collins strategic OEM accounts.

Mr. Purdy joined Rockwell Collins in 1997 and has held a number of airline and airframe marketing, business 
development and sales support roles within the company’s Commercial Systems business.  Mr. Purdy also 
serves on the board of the Lean Flight Initiative, an organization committed to expanding Lean principles 
throughout the commercial aerospace market.  Prior to joining Rockwell Collins, He worked as a Flight 
Management Systems (FMS) development and systems engineer.

Mr. Purdy holds an MBA from the University of Iowa and a Bachelor's of Science Degree in Computer 
Engineering from Baylor University in Texas.
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John F. Walsh: President • Walsh Aviation 

Brian Foley: President • Brian Foley Associates
As President of Brian Foley Associates, a consultancy formed in 2006, Brian Foley helps investors analyze 
opportunities in the general aviation sector and provides aerospace companies with marketing and 
management guidance. He previously spent 20 years as a Director at a major business jet manufacturer. 
Sample consulting engagements include market research, marketing plans, diligence and industry analysis. 
He also identifies companies in the business aviation industry that are for sale or seeking outside investment 
and matches them to interested investors. His career began at Boeing in both engineering and marketing 
capacities for the commercial aircraft division. He holds a dual degree in mechanical and aerospace 
engineering from Syracuse University, as well as an MBA Degree from Seattle University.

Claudio Camelier: VP, Market and Product Strategy - Executive Aviation • Embraer

Claudio Camelier is the Vice-President of Market and Product Strategy for Executive Aviation at Embraer, 
in Sao Jose dos Campos, Brazil, since June 2007.  His group is responsible for product strategies definition, 
market analysis and forecast, technical sales support and industry intelligence.  

With the Company since 1998, Mr. Camelier previously held positions in Embraer’s Airline Market 
Intelligence, Product Strategy, Sales Engineering and Customer Support organizations. Prior to joining 
Embraer, Mr. Camelier dedicated eight years to the aviation industry in Brazil, in the fields of flight operations 
and performance engineering, airport and navigation fees and aviation fuel management.  

Mr. Camelier received his Aeronautical Engineering degree from the Instituto Tecnológico de Aeronáutica 
(ITA - Brazilian Air Force Institute of Technology) and holds an MBA in Corporate Management from the 
Fundação Getúlio Vargas University in São Paulo, Brazil.

John F. Walsh founded Walsh Aviation in 1993 as a consulting service that specializes in forecasting the 
commercial and military aviation markets and identifying new business opportunities in the aerospace 
industry. He maintains a focus on the cyclical nature of the industry to provide his clients with an “early 
warning” or “wake-up call” by identifying major turning points in the marketplace. In his 30-year career, 
he was formerly Director of Market Research for UNC, Inc., and Director of Market Planning and Corporate 
Relations for Rohr Corp. Mr. Walsh is frequently quoted in such media outlets as the Wall Street Journal, 
Nightly Business Report, USA Today, World Airline News, and BBC Worldwide News Hour. He is a member of 
the Executive Council for Air Transportation Research International Forum (ATRIF) and a past president. He 
is also a member of the Committee on Aviation Economics and Forecasting for the Transportation Research 
Board and the aerospace member for the Conference of Business Economists. A graduate of Manhattan 
College, Columbia University, and UCLA, he holds Master’s Degrees in Civil Engineering and Business 
Administration.

Jean-Philippe Côté: General Manager, Strategic Planning & Market Analysis • Pratt& Whitney Canada

Jean-Philippe Côté was appointed General Manager, Strategic Planning & Market Analysis, Pratt & Whitney 
Canada, in 2011.

Mr. Côté has been with P&WC for more than 7 years. He joined the company in 2004 in the Eagle leadership 
development program and subsequently assumed positions of increasing responsibility in the Engineering, 
Supply Management, Quality and Marketing organizations. Prior to his current role, he was Senior Account 
Manager, Business Aviation Sales and Marketing, since 2006. He was involved with many key customers of 
P&WC, such as Hawker Beechcraft, Gulfstream, Bombardier, Learjet and Pilatus Aircraft.

Mr. Côté holds a Bachelor’s Degree in computer engineering from Sherbrooke University and a MBA from 
HEC Montréal.
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Steve Cass is currently Director Sales Engineering & Technical Marketing at Gulfstream Aerospace in 
Savannah, Georgia. In this capacity he is responsible for the Sales Engineering, Technical Marketing, and 
New Business Development groups for Gulfstream supporting senior management and the worldwide jet 
sales team. Since joining Gulfstream in 1992 he has served in Preliminary Design Engineering working on 
the GV program as well as various aircraft design studies, special mission aircraft, sales support, and world 
record analyses. In October 2002 he was promoted to his current position as Director of Sales Engineering 
and Technical Marketing. Prior to coming to Gulfstream he worked at Rockwell International in aircraft 
conceptual design. Mr. Cass is a Leadership Savannah graduate and an Associate Fellow of the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) where he has served in leadership positions at both 
the local and national levels. He graduated in 1987 from Cal Poly, Pomona, with a Degree in Aerospace 
Engineering.

Steve Cass: Dir.-Sales Engineering & Technical Marketing • Gulfstream Aerospace

Donald Pointer: Director of Marketing Services & Development • Dassault Falcon Jet

Donald Pointer has been in the aviation industry for over twenty-two years and has been with Dassault 
for the past fifteen. After joining Dassault Customer Service in 1997, Mr. Pointer has held various positions, 
including Director of Service Engineering for six years prior to joining the DFJ Marketing department seven 
years ago. Reporting directly to the President and CEO, he is involved in a number of business aspects of 
the company including market and strategic planning, new product analyses, market research, competitive 
analysis, technical sales support, product positioning, and target marketing campaigns. In addition, he 
keeps those in the aircraft transaction community informed about Dassault and its products.
His career began at Physical Acoustics Corporation in Princeton, NJ, as a Research Engineer/Manager for 
the Aerospace industry where he applied the latest computer based NDT methods including pattern 
recognition and neural networks to various aircraft and rocket acoustic emission applications.
He holds a Bachelor's of Science Degree in Aeronautical Engineering from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University, as well as an MBA from Rider University. Mr. Pointer is currently Co-Chairman of the Advisory 
Board for the College of Engineering at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University and is also a member of 
several industry committees and groups.

Stephanie Chung : Regional Vice President, Sales • FlexJet
With more than 20 years of experience in the aviation industry, Stephanie Chung has proven to be a highly 
effective leader, with a successful sales reputation and a talent for launching new and innovative products. 
The daughter of a United States Air Force Master Sergeant, her passion for aviation developed at an early 
age. After spending time at U.S. Airways and Continental Airlines, she joined Skyjet, a division of Bombardier 
Aerospace and has been part of the Bombardier family for the past 12 years. Currently, she is the regional 
vice president of sales at Flexjet, Bombardier’s fractional jet ownership division, leading a team of sales 
directors that are responsible for the western half of the United States. In her previous sales roles as well as 
those in sales management, she is known for consistently exceeding her annual goals and mentoring her 
sales team to do the same. 

As a member of Flexjet’s leadership team, Ms. Chung has implemented creative initiatives and is noted 
for her ability to find new business in unlikely places. She played an instrumental role in developing new 
relationships between Flexjet and international airlines Korean Air and Qatar Airways and serves as a 
catalyst for new programs built in conjunction with Bombardier Aerospace.

Tim White: Regional VP, Western U.S. Sales - Business Aircraft • Bombardier Aerospace
Tim White is the Regional Vice President, Western U.S. Sales, for Bombardier Aerospace.
Tim started his career in 1991 with AlliedSignal Aerospace in its General Aviation Avionics Division.  Early 
responsibilities included the sale of Bendix/King avionics systems for the light single through turbo-prop 
aircraft markets.  He transitioned into the corporate aircraft markets focusing on TCAS, FMS and GPWS/
EGPWS innovations and the early sales efforts of this technology.  Mr. White went on to lead the Americas 
Sales Team for all General Aviation products prior to making the jump to aircraft sales.  After a brief time 
with Galaxy Aerospace, he spent 14 years at Cessna Aircraft Company in roles of increasing responsibility.  
He was responsible for direct Citation sales and increasing market share for Canada and the central U.S. 
before being tapped for several leadership positions at Cessna’s worldwide headquarters in Wichita.  In 
his last role, he was Senior Vice President, Sales - the Americas responsible for sales of all Cessna products 
including Citation, Caravan, Single-Engine and CitationAir. In April 2012, he joined Bombardier to provide 
sales leadership for the company’s impressive portfolio of industry-leading business aircraft products.  He 
leads the sales team in a 15-state region responsible for the sale of all Global, Challenger and Learjet aircraft 
models.
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Magnus Henriksson: Business Unit Director - Avinode BI • Avinode
As Business Unit Director for Avinode BI, Magnus Henriksson has been instrumental in the development and 
launch of the BI Business Unit. Avinode BI celebrated its second birthday in May this year and during its first 
two years it has grown into a well-respected source of Charter Aviation data and information.  

To date the BI unit has provided custom market research reports and statistics to over 160 clients ranging 
from the small-scale operators to major OEMs. Mr. Henriksson has also been vital in the development of 
the highly acclaimed Avinode Demand and Pricing Indexes, along with the widely read Avinode Business 
Intelligence Newsletter.

Loïc Nicolas: General Manager Business Aviation Market  • Snecma
Loïc Nicolas is in charge of the Business Aviation Market at Snecma, a SAFRAN Group company, since 2004. 
In this role, he introduced the company to the airframe OEMs, operators, service centers, analyzed the 
market segments and their expectations to specify the Silvercrest engine, a family of turbofan engines 
dedicated to business jets.  He led the marketing and sales effort, from branding to contract awarding.

Prior to joining Snecma he engineered a joint venture for FADEC design, manufacturing and support, so-
called FADEC International, between BAE Systems and Sagem, a SAFRAN Group company.

Loic Nicolas has 35 years experience in the aircraft engines, equipment and systems, including 10 years 
for AlliedSignal Aerospace in the business aviation engine marketing, sales & support in EMEA-CIS. He also 
worked for Thales electrical systems and EMI Technology in Systems Engineering.

He holds a Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Degree from EEMI University in Paris.

Michael J. Pierce: Director, Technical Marketing • Cessna Aircraft 
Michael J. Pierce began his career at Cessna in January of 1984 as an Engineer in production flight test.  He 
has held positions of increasing responsibility in sales engineering, field sales, sales administration and 
product marketing.  He has been in his current position, Director, Technical Marketing since May 2010.

As Director, Technical Marketing, Mr. Pierce and his department are responsible for marketing technical data 
and information, technical sales support, Marketing’s responsibilities within new product development, and 
new product integration.

In addition to his work at Cessna, Mr. Pierce volunteers with the Wichita Public Schools and is a member of 
the board of Kansas State University’s College of Aviation and Technology. 

Mr. Pierce received his Bachelor's of Science Degree from Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, Illinois.  
He has been an active pilot for over 30 years.  He holds Commercial, Instrument, and Multi Engine ratings 
and is type rated in the Citation aircraft.


